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NUMERICAL INVARIANTS FOR BUNDLES ON BLOW-UPS

E. BALLICO AND E. GASPARIM

(Communicated by Michael Stillman)

Abstract. We suggest an effective procedure to calculate numerical invari-
ants for rank two bundles over blown-up surfaces. We study the moduli spaces
Mj of rank two bundles on the blown-up plane splitting over the exceptional
divisor as O(j)⊕O(−j). We use the numerical invariants to give a topological
decomposition of Mj .

1. Introduction

Let X be a compact complex surface and let π : X̃ → X be the blow-up of X
at point p ∈ X. We denote by ` the exceptional divisor. For simplicity we restrict
ourselves to bundles with vanishing first Chern class (although our methods apply
to more general situations).

If E is a rank two bundle over a surface X and j is an integer, then a polyno-
mial p determines a bundle Ẽ over the blown-up surface X̃ such that π∗Ẽ∨∨ =
E and Ẽ|` = O(j) ⊕ O(−j). It follows that we have a correspondence {p} 7→
{rank two bundle Ẽ → X̃}(see [7]). We calculate numerical invariants for Ẽ as a
function of the polynomial p and in particular we give an effective procedure to
calculate the charge c2(Ẽ)− c2(E) which is the difference of second Chern classes.
This charge is a sum of two finer invariants l(Q) and l(R1π∗Ẽ), where Q is the
sheaf defined by the exact sequence 0→ π∗Ẽ → (π∗Ẽ)∨∨ → Q→ 0 (see [2]).

Consider the moduli spaces Mj of bundles on the blown-up plane which split
over the exceptional divisor as O(j)⊕O(−j). There is a natural quotient topology
on Mj (see [6]) which turns out to be non-Hausdorff. This is to be expected since
C̃2 is non-compact and there is a priori no notion of stability for bundles over a
non-compact space. However, we show that the numerical invariants determine a
nice decomposition of Mj into Hausdorff subspaces.

2. A correspondence between polynomials and vector bundles

Consider a rank two holomorphic bundle Ẽ on X̃ with vanishing first Chern
class. Let j ≥ 0 be the splitting type of Ẽ over the exceptional divisor, i.e.,
Ẽ|` = O(j)⊕O(−j). Then, on a neighborhood N of the exceptional divisor, there is
a canonical choice of transition matrix for Ẽ|N . We may assume N ' C̃2 (although
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in fact we only need an infinitesimal neighborhood of the exceptional divisor). We
fix the coordinates on N putting N ' C̃2 = U ∪ V given by two charts U =
{(z, u)} ' C2 ' V = {(ξ, v)} with (ξ, v) = (z−1, zu) on U ∩ V. In this coordinate
system, Ẽ|N has a transition matrix of the form

T =
(
zj p
0 z−j

)
,

where

p =
2j−2∑
i=1

j−1∑
l=i−j+1

pilz
lui(∗)

is a polynomial with complex coefficients (see [6]). In other words, Ẽ|N is given as
an algebraic extension 0 → O(−j) → Ẽ|N → O(j) → 0 whose extension class is
determined by p; we will say that Ẽ|N is determined by the pair (j, p). It follows
that every holomorphic rank two vector bundle over X̃ with vanishing first Chern
class is topologically determined by a triple (E, j, p) (see [7]).

If we fix an integer j and a holomorphic bundle E over X, then we get a corre-
spondence between polynomials and bundles on X̃:

φ

{polynomials of the form (∗)} →
{
rank two bundles on X̃

}
p 7→

(
zj p
0 z−j

)
.

Here im(φ) consists of all bundles Ẽ over X̃ satisfying the following two conditions:
ι) Ẽ|` = O(j) ⊕O(−j),
ιι) Ẽ|

X̃−` = π∗(E|X−p).
Note that varying E we get all holomorphic bundles over X̃ which split as O(j)⊕

O(−j) over the exceptional divisor and if we also vary j we obtain all rank two
holomorphic bundles over X̃ with vanishing first Chern class (see [7]).

3. Numerical invariants

Let Ẽ be any holomorphic rank two bundle over X̃ with vanishing first Chern
class. In a neighborhood of the exceptional divisor, the bundle Ẽ has a canonical
transition matrix T, which in turn defines a unique bundle Ṽ over the blown-up
plane. On the other hand, if we start with a bundle Ṽ on the blown-up plane and
a bundle E over S, we can glue them together to form a bundle Ẽ over S̃ (see [7]).
As mentioned in the introduction, the difference of second Chern classes is given
by two numerical invariants: c2(Ẽ)− c2(E) = l(Q) + l(R1π∗Ẽ). But these are local
invariants and therefore can be viewed as invariants corresponding to the bundle Ṽ
itself.

Recall that we say Ẽ has splitting type j when Ẽ|` ' O(j)⊕O(−j). For splitting
types 0 and 1 the moduli spacesM0 andM1 are trivial. In fact, every bundle over
C̃2 which is trivial over the exceptional divisor is trivial over the entire C̃2, hence
M0 is just a point; and every bundle over C̃2 with splitting type 1 over ` splits over
the entire C̃2, therefore M1 is also just a point (see [6]). Therefore the numerical
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invariants are also trivial in these two cases: both invariants vanish for splitting
type zero and for splitting type one we have l(R1π∗Ẽ) = 0 and l(Q) = 1.

Numerical invariants for splitting types 2 and 3 are tabulated below. We leave
the calculations for the last section. The notation for the tables is the following.
For fixed splitting type, each bundle Ṽ is given as an extension of line bundles
with the extension class determined by the polynomial p written in the canonical
form (∗) as in section 2. We write the coefficients of p in lexicographical order
of the coefficients pil and denote by en the monomial corresponding to the n-th
term. For instance, for splitting type 2 the polynomial written in this order is
p = p10u + p11zu+ p21zu

2 and e1 = u, e2 = zu, e3 = zu2. We use the term charge
for the difference c2(Ẽ)− c2(E).

TABLE I splitting type 2
monomial l(Q) l(R1π∗Ṽ ) charge

e1 1 1 2
e2 1 1 2
e3 2 1 3

zero 3 1 4

TABLE II splitting type 3
monomial l(Q) l(R1π∗Ṽ ) charge

e1 3 2 5
e2 1 2 3
e3 1 2 3
e4 3 2 5
e5 3 3 6
e6 2 3 5
e7 3 3 6
e8 4 3 7
e9 4 3 7
e10 5 3 8
zero 6 3 9

TABLE III splitting type 3
polynomial l(Q) l(R1π∗Ṽ ) charge
e1 + e4 1 2 3
e4 + e5 2 2 4
e1 + e7 2 2 4

4. Moduli of bundles on the blown-up plane

Let Mj denote the moduli space of bundles over the blown-up plane C̃2 whose
restriction to the exceptional divisor equals O(j)⊕O(−j). Our goal here is to show
that the two numerical invariants from the previous section provide a decomposition
of Mj into Hausdorff subsets.

A remark about the terminology used here is in order. Rigorously we should
use the term parameter spaces for the spaces Mj , since among other things these
spaces are non-Hausdorff and since there is no notion of stable points in this case.
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One possible choice for a notion of stability would be to call a bundle stable when
it belongs to the generic subset of Mj, which in terms of the numerical invariants
corresponds to having the smallest possible invariants. Since this generic part is
Hausdorff, these would seem appropriate, but it is not yet clear if this is the best
notion of stability to impose.

First we recall the topology of Mj . Each bundle E on C̃2 with splitting type j
is represented by a pair (j, p) where p determines the extension class (see section
2). Writing the polynomial

∑
pilz

lui in lexicographical order gives a natural iden-
tification of p with the point in CN whose coordinates are the coefficients of p. It
is natural to impose the relation p ∼ p′ if (j, p) and (j, p′) represent isomorphic
bundles, and take CN/ ∼ with the quotient topology. We give Mj the topology
induced by the bijection Mj → CN/ ∼ .

It turns out that once this quotient topology is described, a decomposition of
the moduli spaces essentially suggests itself, and nicely enough this decomposition
is the same as the one we obtain by separating loci of constant pairs of numerical
invariants (l(Q), l(R1π∗Ṽ )). In general this decomposition becomes a bit abstract,
but it is quite clear in the first examples where we take the splitting type to be a
small integer.

4.1. The topological structure of M2. As mentioned in section 3, the moduli
spacesM0 and M1 are trivial; both consist of a single point. The first interesting
example happens when the splitting type is 2, where we have the following structure
(see [6]).

The moduli spaceM2 is isomorphic to C3/ ∼ where ∼ is the equivalence relation
given by R1, and R2:

• R1 : (p10, p11, p21) ∼ λ(p10, p11, ∗) if (p10, p11) 6= (0, 0),
• R2 : (0, 0, p12) ∼ λ(0, 0, p12),

where λ ∈ C− {0}. This suggests a decomposition M2 = S0 ∪ S1 ∪ S2 where:

• S0 = {(0, 0, 0)},
• S1 = {(λp10, λp11, ∗), (p10, p11) 6= (0, 0)} ' P1,
• S2 = {λ(0, 0, p21), p21 6= 0} ' {(0, 0, 1)} .

On the other hand, one could also use the numerical invariants given in Table I
to decomposeM2. Comparing with Table I we see that the Si ⊂M2 with i = 0, 1, 2
coincide with the loci of constant l(Q) (or else the loci of constant charge).

4.2. The topological structure of M3. For splitting type 3 the quotient space
becomes somewhat more complicated, and both numerical invariants are needed
to give a nice decomposition. In the special case of M2 we saw that the decom-
position by loci of constant charge already provided us with Hausdorff subspaces
Si. However, this is in general not the case, as we shall see in the example of M3.

In fact, the two finer invariants l(Q) and l(R1π∗Ṽ ) are needed two give a nice de-
composition; or equivalently, one can choose to give the charge and one of the finer
invariants.

For splitting type 3 the moduli space isM3 ' C10/ ∼ with equivalence relation
defined by Ri, i = 1, ..., 6, below, where λ ∈ C−{0} and ∗ denotes either a complex
number or a few complex numbers, on which no restrictions are imposed:

• R1 : (a1, · · · , a10) ∼ λ(a1, · · · , a4, ∗) if (a2, a3) 6= (0, 0) or a1, a4 6= 0,
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• R2 : (a1, 0, 0, 0, a5, · · · , a10) ∼ λ(a1, 0, 0, 0, ∗, a7, ∗) if a1 6= 0,
(0, 0, 0, a4, · · · , a10) ∼ λ(0, 0, 0, a4, a5, ∗) if a4 6= 0,

• R3 : (0, · · · , 0, a5, · · · , a10) ∼ λ(0, · · · , 0, a5, a6, a7, ∗) if a6 6= 0 or a5, a7 6= 0,
• R4 : (0, · · · , 0, a5, · · · , a10) ∼ λ(0, · · · , 0, a5, 0, 0, ∗, a9, ∗) if a5 6= 0,

(0, · · · , 0, a7, · · · , a10) ∼ λ(0, · · · , 0, a7, a8, ∗) if a7 6= 0,
• R5 : (0, · · · , 0, a8, a9, a10) ∼ λ(0, · · · , 0, a8, a9, ∗) if (a8, a9) 6= (0, 0),
• R6 : (0, · · · , 0, a10) ∼ λ(0, · · · , 0, a10).

This equivalence relation suggests a decomposition of the spaceM3 into subsets
Si. Let us look at the most generic part of M3. From the first relation R1 it is
natural to consider the subset X1 = C10−V (I) where I = 〈x2, x3, x1x4〉. Then the
subspace S1 = X1/R1 is homeomorphic to CP3−{[1, 0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 0, 1]}.Comparing
with Tables II and III we see that for points in S1 the lowest values of the numerical
invariants occur. In fact, S1 is exactly the locus of points inM3 attaining the lowest
invariants.

On the opposite side, relation R6 gives us the point (0, · · · , 0, 1) which is the only
point of M3 corresponding to charge 8. There is one point which is more special.
The single point {0} forms the least generic subset ofM3 where the highest values
of the numerical invariants are attained.

Among the other relations we notice another interesting fact. Let us look at
relations R2 and R3. From relation R2 we obtain a subset S2 ofM3 homeomorphic
to two copies of CP1 − [0, 1]. On the other hand, from relation R3 we obtain a
subset S3 of M3 homeomorphic to CP2 − {[1, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1]}. Naturally we would
like to have S3 and S2 as separate subsets on a nice decomposition ofM3, especially
because their union is non-Hausdorff inM3. However, if we were to decomposeM3

by loci of constant charge, then S2 ∪ S3 would be contained in the single subset of
points corresponding to charge 5. This makes it evident that one more numerical
invariant is necessary to give a nice decomposition of M3, and it is clear that any
pair of invariants from Table II distinguishes S2 from S3.

It comes out nicely that the topological decomposition that is naturally suggested
by the description ofM3 as a quotient of C10 is exactly the same as the decompo-
sition given by loci of constant pairs of numerical invariants (l(Q), l(R1π∗Ṽ )).

4.3. The topological structure ofMj. The facts mentioned about the topology
of M3 are readily generalized for higher splitting type. The key fact to have in
mind is that to calculate the numerical invariants, one takes into account which
are the nonzero coefficients of the polynomial, but not the particular value of each
coefficient.

The generic set of Mj is homeomorphic to a complex projective space of di-
mension 2j − 3 minus a complex subvariety of codimension at least 2 (see [6]).
For points in this generic part, the lower bound of the numerical invariants are
attained and these are (see [8]) l(Q) = 1 and l(R1π∗Ṽ ) = j−1, hence charge j. The
least generic point in Mj comes from 0 ∈ CN which by the correspondence from
section 2 gets translated into the vanishing of the extension class, that is, to the
split bundle O(j)⊕O(−j), for which we have (see [8]) l(R1π∗Ṽ ) = j(j + 1)/2 and
l(Q) = j(j − 1)/2 and hence charge j2. Every intermediate value of the numerical
invariants occur for some point inMj (see [1]). To show that these invariants pro-
vide a nice decomposition ofMj into Hausdorff subspaces, we use induction over j
together with the fact that there is a topological embeddingMj−1 ↪→Mj (see [9]).
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We then have a topological decomposition of Mj into a union of subspaces home-
omorphic to open subsets of complex projective spaces CPn with 0 ≤ n ≤ 2j − 3
and two points. In other words, we have just showed:

Theorem 4.1. The numerical invariants (l(Q), l(R1π∗Ṽ )) provide a decomposi-
tion Mj =

⋃
Si where each Si is homeomorphic to an open subset of a complex

projective space of dimension at most 2j−3. The lower bounds for these invariants
are (1, j−1) and this pair of invariants takes place on the generic part ofMj which
is homeomorphic to CP2j−3 minus a closed subvariety of codimension at least 2.
The upper bounds for these invariants are (j(j − 1)/2, j(j + 1)/2) and this pair
occurs at one single point of Mj which represents the split bundle.

5. Computing the invariants

The aim of this section is to give a more concrete feeling about the invariants,
their geometric meaning and how to calculate them. We remark that the calcu-
lations follow an algebraic procedure which has as initial data just the transition
matrix T for the bundle Ṽ on a neighborhood of the exceptional divisor. Given
this data one calculates the zero-th and first cohomology groups for Ṽ and then
it is a matter of simple algebra to calculate l(Q) and l(R1π∗Ṽ ). Despite the fact
that the calculations are long, they are quite simple. In principle one could write a
computer program to do them, and it would be interesting to tabulate the invari-
ants for higher values of the splitting type j, as it would give a better feeling for
how the Hausdorff subsets of Mj are distributed. Since the sum of these numbers
gives the charge, in particular this method gives a completely algebraic procedure
to calculate the second Chern class of Ṽ directly from its transition matrix. Calcu-
lations for the first Chern class of line bundles from the transition matrix are well
known, but for rank two bundles the authors do not know of any reference.

5.1. Geometric meaning. Let us make some comments about the geometric in-
terpretation of these numbers. Recall that these are local invariants, so that the
geometric meaning corresponds to the behavior of the bundle Ẽ in a neighborhood
of the blow-up. Suppose we are given the transition matrix T =

(
zj p

0 z−j

)
for Ṽ .

The data on this matrix means that Ṽ is given as an extension of line bundles
0 → O(−j) → Ṽ → O(j) → 0 with extension class determined by the polynomial
p. When p = 0 the bundle splits and l(R1π∗Ṽ ) = j(j − 1)/2 assumes its maximal
value. For the most general cases p is non-zero on the first formal neighborhood
and Ṽ belongs to the generic part ofMj in which case l(R1π∗Ṽ ) = j − 1 takes the
lowest value. The difference j(j − 1)/2 − l(R1π∗Ṽ ) is a measure of “how far” the
bundle is from being split.

The invariant l(Q) is the length of the sheaf Q defined by the exact sequence
0→ π∗Ẽ → (π∗Ẽ)∨∨ → Q → 0. Note that Q is supported only at a point. If π∗Ẽ
is locally free, then Q is trivial and l(Q) = 0, but this only happens when j = 0 in
which case Ẽ is a pull back; otherwise, π∗Ẽ is not locally free. The length l(Q) is
the dimension of the stalk at this point and it measures “how far” the sheaf π∗Ẽ
is from being locally free, which can also be seen as a measure of “how far” Ẽ is
from being a pull back bundle.
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5.2. How to calculate l(Q). Let M = (π∗Ṽ )∧x denote the completion of the stalk
(π∗Ṽ )x over the blown-up point x. Let ρ denote the natural inclusion of M into its
bidual ρ : M ↪→ M∨∨. We want to compute l(Q) = dim coker(ρ). By the theorem
on formal functions (see [3])

M ' lim
←−

H0(`n, Ṽ |`n).

There are simplifications that make it easy to calculate M. For a fixed splitting type
j it is sufficient to calculate H0(`n, Ṽ |`n) for n ≤ 2j − 2. This follows from the fact
that the polynomial p determining the extension class has non-zero coefficients only
up to the (2j−2)-nd formal neighborhood. Moreover, the groups H0(`n, Ṽ |`n) and
H0(`n+1, Ṽ |`n+1) for n ≥ 2j−2 have the same generators as Ox-modules. It follows
that to determine M it suffices to calculate H0(`2j−2, Ṽ |`2j−2), and the relations
among its generators under the action of O∧x (' C[[x, y]]). Recall that for C̃2 we
have fixed the charts U = {(z, u)} ' C2 ' V = {(ξ, v)} with (ξ, v) = (z−1, zu) on
U ∩ V. Since the blow-up map π : C̃2 → C2 is given by (x, y) = π(z, u) = (u, zu)
on the U chart the natural action of x and y on this space is that x acts by
multiplication by u and y acts by multiplication by zu.

Calculations of l(Q) for the split case and also for the generic case (corresponding
to p = u) appeared in [8]. Here we present the calculations for the bundle given by
transition matrix

T =
(
z2 zu2

0 z−2

)
which is neither generic nor split and corresponds to the subset S2 ⊂M2. According
to our previous remarks it suffices to calculate the C[[x, y]]-module structure of
H0(`2, Ṽ |`2). We denote by A〈a1, · · · , ak〉 the A-module generated by a1, · · · , ak.
We claim that M = C[[x, y]]〈α0, β0, β1, β2〉 where

α0 =
(
u2

0

)
, β0 =

(
0
1

)
, β1 =

(
0
z

)
, β2 =

(
−zu2

z2

)
with relations {

xβ1 − yβ0,
x β2 − y (α0 + β1).

This is calculated as follows. If s = ( ab ) is a section of Ṽ |`2, then on the U chart s
has a power series expression of the form

s =
2∑
i=0

∞∑
k=0

(
a
b

)
zkui.

Changing coordinates we have that

Ts =
2∑
i=0

∞∑
k=0

(
z2aik + zu2bik

z−2bik

)
zkui

must be holomorphic in the V chart, i.e., in the variables ξ and v. Since ξ = z−1 and
v = zu, this imposes the condition that all elements of Ts having terms znui with
n > i must vanish. Because the second coordinate in Ts has the terms z−2bikz

kui
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it follows that

b =
2∑
i=0

i+2∑
k=0

bikz
kui.

Plugging this expression into the first coordinate of Ts we have that
2∑
i=0

2∑
k=0

z2aik + z u2
2∑
i=0

i+2∑
k=0

bikz
kui

must be holomorphic on z−1 and zu. Imposing the vanishing of the terms on znui

with n > i we get that the expression for a must be

a = a20u
2 − b02z u

2.

Writing out the expression for the section s, we have thus concluded that

s =
(
a
b

)
= b00

(
0
1

)
+ b01

(
0
z

)
+ b02

(
−z u2

z2

)

+ b10

(
0
u

)
+ b11

(
0
zu

)
+ · · ·+ a20

(
u2

0

)
.

Notice that ( 0
u ) = xβ0 and ( 0

zu ) = y β0 and similar expressions hold for the terms
we omitted. It follows that H0(`2, Ṽ |`2) is generated as a C[[x, y]]-module by

α0 =
(
u2

0

)
, β0 =

(
0
1

)
, β1 =

(
0
z

)
, β2 =

(
−zu2

z2

)
,

as claimed. Clearly, the relations given hold, and we know the number of relations
must equal the number of generators minus 2 because Ṽ has rank 2. Once M is
found, it is a simple algebraic calculation to find the dual and bidual. We have that
M∨ = 〈A,B,C〉 has the generators

A :


α0 → x,
β2 → y,
β0 → 0,
β1 → 0,

B :


α→ 0,
β2 → y2,
β0 → x2,
β1 → xy,

C :


α→ −y,
β2 → 0,
β0 → x,
β1 → y.

satisfying the relation

y A−B + xC = 0.

M∨∨ is free on two generators (this will always be the case since it is the stalk of
a rank two locally free sheaf). M∨∨ = 〈A,B〉 where

A :

A→ 1,
B → y,
C → 0,

B :

A→ 0,
B → x,
C → 1.

The map ρ : M →M∨∨ is given by evaluation. Explicitly

ρ :


α0 → xA− yB,
β2 → yA,
β0 → xB,
β1 → yB.

Hence im(ρ) = 〈xA − yB, yA, xB, yB〉, and coker(ρ) = 〈A,B〉. Therefore l(Q) =
dim coker(ρ) = 2.
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5.3. How to calculate l(R1π∗Ṽ ). Using the theorem on formal functions we have

l(R1π∗Ṽ ) = dim lim
←−

H1(`n, Ṽ |`n).

But because the extension class for Ṽ is given by the polynomial p which has
non-zero coefficients only up to the (2j − 2)-nd formal neighborhood it suffices
to calculate H1(`2j−j , Ṽ |`2j−2). The numerical invariant l(R1π∗Ṽ ) counts just the
number of generators of H1(`2j−2, Ṽ |`2j−2). The calculations of l(R1π∗Ṽ ) are even
simpler than those for l(Q).

We take the same example as in the previous section. Let Ṽ be given by tran-
sition smatrix T =

(
z2 zu2

0 z−2

)
. We need to find the generators for H1(`2, Ṽ |`2). Let

σ ∈ H1(`2, Ṽ |`2). Then σ =
∑2
i=0

∑∞
z=−∞

( aik
bik

)
zkui. But

∑2
i=0

∑∞
z=0

( aik
bik

)
zkui

gives a holomorphic function in U and therefore represents a coboundary, which
may subtract from σ without changing its cohomology class. Hence

σ ∼
2∑
i=0

−1∑
z=−∞

(
aik
bik

)
zkui.

Changing coordinates we have Tσ =
∑2

i=0

∑∞
z=0

(
aik+zu2bik
z−2bik

)
zkui in which ev-

ery term is holomorphic in the V chart except for a1,−1z. Subtracting the holo-
morphic terms we are left with Tσ ∼ ( a1,−1z

0 ) where a1,−1 ∈ C. Therefore σ =

T−1Tσ ∼
(
a1,−1z

−1

0

)
and we conclude that H1(`2, Ṽ |`2) is generated by

(
z−1

0

)
and

l(R1π∗Ṽ ) = 1.

5.4. General calculation procedure. Summing up, the numerical invariants
l(Q) and l(R1π∗Ṽ ) are calculated from the zero-th and first cohomologies of Ṽ
on formal neighborhoods of the exceptional divisor. Since bundles on C̃2 with
splitting type j are determined by their restriction to the (2j− 2)-nd formal neigh-
borhood, it turns out that the invariants are determined by the cohomology groups
H0(`2j−2, Ṽ |`2j−2) and H1(`2j−2, Ṽ |`2j−2) which are in fact quite simple to calcu-
late.

Steps to calculate l(Q): find the generators {αi} of H0(`2j−2, Ṽ |`2j−2), determine
theOx-module M generated by the {αi}, write the natural inclusion ρ : M ↪→M∨∨,
then l(Q) = dim coker ρ.

Steps to calculate l(R1π∗Ṽ ): find the dimension of H1(`2j−2, Ṽ |`2j−2) as a k(x)-
vector space, this dimension is l(R1π∗Ṽ ).
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